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IBM DB2 9.7 Advanced Application Developer CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to the DB2 9.7 Advanced Application Developer Cookbook. DB2 9.7 is a truly incredible database product from IBM, which offers an excellent mix of application performance, reliability, and ease of development enablement.

	In this cookbook, you can find both: hands-on and real world practical application development examples, as well...
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Essential Scrum: A Practical Guide to the Most Popular Agile ProcessAddison Wesley, 2012

	A Practical Guide to the Most Popular Agile Process


	 


	The Single-Source, Comprehensive Guide to Scrum for All Team Members, Managers, and Executives


	 


	If you want to use...
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Solid/Liquid Separation: Scale-up of Industrial EquipmentElsevier Limited, 2006

	This book identifies test procedures used within sectors of the solid/liquid separation equipment industry, providing practical explanations for test data and their uses when faced with a new application to assess. With a strong practical emphasis, this book is ideal for use as a reference text for engineers concerned with applications...
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Coaching Positively: Lessons for Coaches from Positive Psychology (Coaching in Practice)Open University Press, 2011

	"If you are looking for an introductory book on how to do PP coaching, this will give you an excellent, clearly written, practical introduction with some useful references in the bibliography."

	AICTP Newsletter, November 2012


	"Coaching Positively is the book that the coaching profession...
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Frommer's Washington, D.C. 2010 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2009

	Frommer's Washington, D.C. 2010


	With Fold out Map


	The giant pandas are the undisputed stars of the National Zoo. See chapter 7.

	
		
			Foldout map, plus detailed maps throughout

	
	
		
			Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information

	

...
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Getting Started with Grunt: The JavaScript Task RunnerPackt Publishing, 2014

	A hands-on approach to mastering the fundamentals of Grunt


	Overview

	
		Gain insight on the core concepts of Grunt, Node.js and npm to get started with Grunt.
	
		Learn how to install, configure, run, and customize Grunt
	
		Example-driven and filled with tips to help you create custom...
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Collaborative Design and Learning: Competence Building for Innovation (International Series on Technology Policy and Innovation)Praeger Publishers, 2004

	In today's knowledge-driven economy, the ability to share insight and know-how is essential for driving innovation and growth. In this groundbreaking volume, scholars from around the world demonstrate how communication and information technologies are enabling dynamic project design and management practices that challenge traditional...
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Control Engineering: A Modern ApproachOxford University Press, 1994

	An exciting new text for the advanced controls course, Control Engineering: A Modern Approach breaks with tradition by introducing a number of new topics--robust controls, for example--and omitting a number of topics dated by the use of digital computers. Bélanger gives the student a real introduction to control engineering...
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Predictive Analytics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Combine business sense, statistics, and computers in a new and intuitive way, thanks to Big Data Predictive analytics is a branch of data mining that helps predict probabilities and trends. Predictive Analytics For Dummies explores the power of predictive analytics and how you can use it to make valuable predictions for your business, or in...
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Programming PHPO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This updated edition teaches everything you need to know to create effective web applications with the latest features in PHP 5.x. You’ll start with the big picture and then dive into language syntax, programming techniques, and other details, using examples that illustrate both correct usage and common idioms.

	
		If...
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Data-Driven Modeling: Using MATLAB® in Water Resources and Environmental Engineering (Water Science and Technology Library)Springer, 2013

	“Data-Driven Modeling: Using MATLAB® in Water Resources and Environmental Engineering” provides a systematic account of major concepts and methodologies for data-driven models and presents a unified framework that makes the subject more accessible to and applicable for researchers and practitioners. It integrates important...
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Coach Yourself to a New Career: 7 Steps to Reinventing Your Professional LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Bestselling author offers a step-by-step program to making the right choices about a new career move


	Don't fear taking the leap into a new career with this seven step program from bestselling author and life coach Talane Miedaner. Whatever the situation or economic environment, Coach Yourself to a New Career gives...
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